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announcement of any tax — other than a poll-tax — assess-
able upon income from work must lessen everybody's expecta-
tion of monetary return from work, and, therefore, must
cause a smaller addition to be made to work, if not a contraction
to be made in it, than is desirable from the standpoint of least
aggregate sacrifice. It follows that, so far as announcement
effects are concerned, if property income were rigidly fixed,
the principle of least sacrifice would require the revenue to
be raised by taxes assessed wholly upon it, and not at all —
poll-taxes being ruled out — upon income derived from work.
§ 7. In real life, of course, property income is not rigidly
fixed in the sense of the preceding section. On the contrary,
if property owners fail to make good the wear and tear which
their equipment normally suffers, property income will decline,
whereas if they make new investments, it will presently in-
crease. In these circumstances the issue is considerably more
complicated. Let us start from a position in which a uniform
rate of tax is imposed on all income from whatever source it is
derived, this uniform rate being ten per cent and the resultant
revenue being R. It is required to determine the effects of
various departures from that arrangement. Let us consider
first the complete exemption of investment income, coupled
with whatever consequential increases in the rates imposed
upon earned income are required to keep the revenue yield
up to B.
§ 8. A proposal to exempt investment income from taxa-
tion seems at first sight too paradoxical to be worth con-
sidering. A little reflection shows, however, that there is a
real purpose behind it. It was argued in the last chapter
that the British income tax suffers from a serious defect, in
that it differentiates against savings ; but our discussion there
revealed no means of removing that defect. It is easy to see
that the exemption of investment income from taxation would
provide a remedy ; for the differentiation against savings can
be removed equally well by exempting saved income when it
yields its fruits as by exempting it when it itself comes into
being. Unless, therefore, it can be shown that this advantage
would be outweighed by counterbalancing disadvantages, it
wiU follow that, on the announcement side, the exemption of
investment income is in line with the principle of least aggre-
gate sacrifice. Are there then counterbalancing disadvantages

